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[1] Ground-based radar and lidar observations obtained at the Department of Energy’s
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program’s Tropical Western Pacific site located in
Darwin, Australia, are used to retrieve ice cloud properties in anvil and cirrus clouds. Cloud
microphysical properties derived from four different retrieval algorithms (two radar-lidar and
two radar-only algorithms) are compared by examining mean profiles and probability density
functions of effective radius (Re), ice water content (IWC), visible extinction coefficient, ice
number concentration, ice crystal fall speed, and vertical air velocity. Retrieval algorithm
uncertainty is quantified using radiative flux closure exercises. The effect of uncertainty in
retrieved quantities on the cloud radiative effect and radiative heating rates is presented. Our
analysis shows that IWC compares well among algorithms, but Re shows significant
discrepancies, which are attributed primarily to assumptions of particle shape. Uncertainty in
Re and IWC translates into sometimes large differences in cloud shortwave radiative effect
(CRE) though the majority of cases have a CRE difference of roughly 10 Wm�2 on average.
These differences, which we believe are primarily driven by the uncertainty in Re, can cause
up to 2 K/d difference in the radiative heating rates between algorithms.

Citation: Comstock, J. M., A. Protat, S. A. McFarlane, J. Delanoë, and M. Deng (2013), Assessment of uncertainty in
cloud radiative effects and heating rates through retrieval algorithm differences: Analysis using 3 years of ARM data at
Darwin, Australia, J. Geophys. Res. Atmos., 118, 4549–4571, doi:10.1002/jgrd.50404.

1. Introduction

[2] A number of algorithms are available to retrieve the
microphysical properties of clouds from remote sensing
measurements. These properties are then used to determine
cloud radiative effects and heating rate profiles and to
evaluate model simulations. Extensive research has been
performed to improve and evaluate these algorithms
through direct algorithm comparisons [e.g., Turner et al.,
2007; Comstock et al., 2007], comparisons with aircraft in
situ measurements [e.g., Heymsfield et al., 2008], and in
some instances through surface or top-of-atmosphere
(TOA) closure studies [Mather et al., 2007]. However, less
has been done to quantify the uncertainties in cloud proper-

ties and understand the impact of these uncertainties on our
knowledge of the cloud radiative effects and heating rate
profiles, particularly for ice clouds. Previous work by
Vogelmann and Ackerman [1995] suggests that an error of
�12% in extinction optical depth t would allow the net sur-
face fluxes to be computed within �5% (holding all other
scattering calculations constant). Over a decade later, we
ask the question: to what uncertainty can we estimate the
radiative effect of clouds, and is it good enough to evaluate
the radiative budget from large scale?
[3] Retrieval algorithm classes include those that use

active remote sensors [Intrieri et al., 1993; Wang and
Sassen, 2002; Donovan and van Lammeren, 2001;Matrosov
et al., 2002; Mace et al., 2002; etc.], algorithms that use
passive remote sensors (Turner, 2005) and those that use
some combination of both [Matrosov et al., 1994; Mace
et al., 1998; Delanoë and Hogan, 2008]. Here we focus on
algorithms that use active remote sensors (e.g., lidar and/or
radar) to retrieve vertical profiles of cloud particle size and
water content in ice-only clouds. The rationale for
focusing on retrievals using radar and lidar is that they are
the only instruments capable of characterizing the vertical
distribution of cloud properties. Also, cloud radars and lidars
are complementary, allowing for a very large percentage of
clouds covering a broad range of physical and optical
depths, to be characterized. Ground-based cloud radars will
penetrate most cloud layers but will miss a portion of optically
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thin cirrus clouds [Comstock et al., 2002; Mace et al., 2006;
Protat et al., 2006]. Conversely ground-based lidars will
detect these thin cirrus clouds, but the backscatter signals
will often be extinguished by supercooled liquid cloud
layers in mixed-phase clouds or clouds of optical depth
larger than 2 to 3 [Sassen and Cho, 1992; Protat et al.,
2006]. There is an overlap in radar and lidar optical depth
retrieval range for which radar-lidar observations can be
used simultaneously to derive accurate retrievals of cloud
properties [Donovan and van Lammeren, 2001, Wang and
Sassen, 2002; Okamoto et al., 2003; Tinel et al., 2005;
Delanoë and Hogan, 2008]. Within this class, we will
examine algorithms that are applied to clouds detected only
by radar, only by lidar, and by both radar and lidar. Details
of these algorithms will be discussed in section 2.
[4] We apply several active remote sensing algorithms to

ice clouds observed at the Tropical Western Pacific (TWP)
site located in Darwin, Australia, which is funded by the
U. S. Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation
Measurement (ARM) program [Ackerman and Stokes,
2003]. This ARM TWP site provides a unique opportunity
to examine algorithm differences under diverse cloud
scenes. Depending on the time of year, the Darwin site
observes high optically thin cirrus, thick anvil, precipitating
stratiform clouds, deep convection, boundary layer cumulus,
and midlevel stratiform clouds. We will focus our comparison
during periods when lower level clouds and precipitation do
not obscure cirrus and anvil clouds, focusing on the optical
depth range between 0.01 and 50.
[5] Our goal is to examine the uncertainty in retrieved ice

cloud properties from ground-based remote sensors and
how this uncertainty impacts our estimates of the cloud
radiative forcing and heating rates in tropical ice clouds. As
retrieved cloud properties (from ground and space-based
instruments) become more extensively used for model
evaluation studies, understanding uncertainties in these
cloud properties is critical. Our approach is to first compare
the microphysical properties (ice crystal size (Re) and ice water
content (IWC)) derived from four different algorithms.
Second, we compute and examine radiative fluxes and heating
rates using each set of cloud properties as input to a radiative
transfer model. Third, we statistically compare the surface
and top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiative fluxes to the measured
ones. Through this analysis, we ultimately quantify the current
uncertainty in our ground-based estimates of cloud radiative
effects and heating in the atmosphere using the ARM data.

2. Cloud Properties Retrieval Algorithms

[6] We examine retrieval algorithms that require millimeter
wave radar (94 or 35 GHz frequency) and/or visible
wavelength lidar (i.e., 532 nm wavelength) as input
measurements. The measured quantities used as input are
the radar reflectivity (Ze), Doppler velocity (Vd), spectral
width (sd), and lidar backscatter coefficient. Ancillary
measurements such as temperature (T) and pressure from
radiosonde profiles are also used. The microphysical and
dynamical retrieved quantities discussed in this paper are
visible extinction coefficient (a), effective radius (Re), ice
water content (IWC), reflectivity weighted ice terminal fall
velocity (Vf ; which will be referred to for convenience as
“terminal fall speed” throughout this paper), and the vertical

air velocity (W). The effective radius definition used is that
of Stephens et al. [1990]:

Rs ¼ 3IWC

2ria
(1)

where ri is the density of solid ice.

2.1. Combined Lidar-Radar Algorithms

[7] Two of the algorithms use combined radar and lidar
measurements to retrieve cloud properties based on whether
radar, lidar, or both have the sensitivity to detect clouds. The
first algorithm we describe is the variational synergistic
scheme (Varcloud) developed by Delanoë and Hogan
[2008]. The version of Varcloud used in this study does
not include infrared radiance measurements. An iterative
process is used to adjust the state vector containing a,
normalized concentration (N0 defined below) and particulate
extinction-to-backscatter ratio Sp to minimize the difference
between the forward modeled reflectivity and backscatter and
the observed quantities [Rodgers, 2000]. After minimization
of the cost function, the optimal state vector and look-up tables
are used to derive the other cloud properties (IWC, Re, total
number concentration [Nt], and Vf). As the retrieval technique
uses a variational framework, it includes a rigorous treatment
of measurements and forward model errors. The forward
model contains an assumed microphysical model describing
the shape of the normalized particle size distribution
(a two-parameter modified gamma distribution), following
Delanoë et al. [2005], as well as relationships between
particle mass, cross-sectional area, and maximum size.
The particle size distribution is therefore prescribed by the
combination of the number concentration parameter N0*
and the mean volume weighted diameter Dm. The assumed
shape is oblate spheroid with an aspect ratio of 0.6. [Hogan
et al., 2012].
[8] The ice particle mass is assumed to follow the Brown

and Francis [1995] mass-maximum diameter relationship
derived from aircraft data in ice aggregates. The correspond-
ing cross-sectional area-maximum size relationship is taken
from Francis et al. [1998]. These two relationships are only
used for crystals with sizes larger than 300 mm. Below 300
mm, the area-density-diameter relationships have been taken
from Mitchell [1996] for hexagonal columns. The lidar for-
ward model accounts for multiple scattering and attenuation
using the model of Hogan [2006]. It is also important to note
that the Sp is retrieved but is assumed to be constant within
the layer. The radar forward model is built using the
T-matrix approach and assuming an aspect ratio of 0.6
[Hogan et al., 2012].
[9] For each cloudy gate, we retrieve a and normalized

concentration N0(N0 =N0*/a^0.6). Additionally, the Sp is
retrieved when the gate is observed by the lidar. When both
instruments observe the same pixel and the number of
observations is sufficient to retrieve two moments of the
PSD, then the other moments of the PSD can be retrieved
(Nt, IWC, Re). However, when only one instrument is
available, a priori information, such as temperature
(typically from radiosonde or model simulations), is used to
constrain the normalized concentration. Single instrument
retrievals are therefore similar to IWC-Z-T relationships
for the radar [Liu and Illingworth, 2000; Hogan et al.,
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2006; Protat et al., 2007] and IWC-a-T relationship for the
lidar [Heymsfield et al., 2005].
[10] One interesting feature of this algorithm is that cloud

properties are retrieved seamlessly between regions of the
cloud detected by both radar and lidar and regions detected
by just one of these two instruments. This is done by
propagating the radar-lidar information within the closest
region observed by both instruments to the region (typically
several hundred meters) to where only one instrument can
detect the cloud. This is possible using the a priori error
covariance matrix for spreading of normalized number
concentration information in height. In a very simplistic
way, we give less weight to the N0(T) relationship a priori
in these areas by minimizing the difference between the
observed and simulated parameters, and the errors in each
instrument and a priori data [Delanoë and Hogan, 2008].
[11] The second radar-lidar algorithm uses a conditional

approach, which selects algorithms based on available
measurements. Since this algorithm combines methods
from several published studies, we label this technique the
“Combined Retrieval” (CombRet). When both radar and
lidar detect cloud, we apply the algorithm of Wang and
Sassen [2002], which requires the radar Ze and lidar a as
inputs. The lidar a is derived from the lidar backscatter
profile using the method described in Comstock and Sassen
[2001]. The particulate extinction-to-backscatter ratio is
estimated independently for each lidar profile by varying
Sp until the average above cloud backscatter coefficient
minus the molecular (Rayleigh) backscatter is approximately
zero. This is equivalent to a so-called “Beers law” approach
and requires that the lidar signal penetrate through the cloud
top. When the lidar signal is fully attenuated, we apply the
radar-only approach (described below). A multiple scattering
correction is applied to the lidar equation assuming a value
of 0.8 [Platt, 1973; Comstock and Sassen, 2001]. When only
lidar detects cloud, we apply the method adopted by
Heymsfield et al. [2005] for use with satellite-based lidar.
This approach essentially utilizes the relationship between
the ratio IWC/a and temperature, which are well correlated.
The IWC is solved for using the measured radiosonde T and
lidar a. The “generalized particle effective diameter” Dge is
then computed using equation (3.3) in Fu [1996], which is
also used in the Wang and Sassen [2002] lidar-radar
algorithm, supplying some consistency between methods.
This generalized effective diameter Dge [Wang and
Sassen, 2002] can then be related to the effective radius
using Re = (3(3)

1/2)Dge/8 [Fu, 1996, equation 3.12]. For
radar-only clouds, we have developed a set of tuned regressions
[Matrosov, 1999; Hogan et al., 2006] relating Ze, IWC, and
T using the microphysical quantities derived from theWang
and Sassen [2002] lidar-radar algorithm in regions of lidar-
radar overlap. The tuned regressions (between Ze, IWC, and T
derived from the lidar-radar algorithm) are derived per cloud
scene (i.e., over a single day of observations), but also com-
piled using the entire TWP Darwin data set. If there are not
sufficient data points to derive the regressions on a given
day, regressions derived from the entire data set are used
instead. Essentially the entire retrieval is run twice, first to
create the “climatology” regressions first, then a second
time to apply the regressions as appropriate. Analogous to
the lidar-only method, we then use the IWC/a relationship

to derive Dge. Similar to the Wang and Sassen [2002]
radar-lidar technique, the hexagonal column mass-maximum
diameter and area-maximum diameter relationships are
assumed. Note that this assumption is fully consistent with the
assumptions in the radiative transfer model used in section 5.

2.2. Radar Doppler Moments Algorithms

[12] A number of algorithms exist that utilize radar Doppler
moments (e.g., Ze, Doppler velocity (Vd), and/or spectral width
(sd)) to derive cloud microphysical properties [Matrosov et al.,
2002;Mace et al., 2002;Deng and Mace, 2006;Delanoë et al.,
2007]. These algorithms are applied only to radar measure-
ments and so can be compared to both the empirical radar-
only methods and the radar-lidar methods.
[13] We use two algorithms based on the Doppler moments

method. First, we use the approach presented inDelanoë et al.
[2007] and Plana-Fattori et al. [2010], which we refer to
as the RadOn (radar-only) method. The assumption of a
normalized particle size distribution shape [Delanoë et al.,
2005] is the same as in Varcloud. The unique feature of this
method is that the particle mass-maximum diameter and
cross-sectional area-maximum diameter relationships can
vary from one cloud to another, unlike the other methods. By
considering a range of possible mass-diameter relationships
(assuming m(D) = aDb and varying a and b over a reasonable
range) and five possible area-diameter relationships [Mitchell,
1996], statistical relationships between the reflectivity weighted
terminal fall velocity Vf and the equivalent reflectivity Ze,
and relationships relating these two radar parameters to the
microphysical properties, are computed at 35 GHz using
an extensive airborne in situ microphysical data set
[Delanoë et al., 2005]. The Mitchell [1996] area-diameter
relationships include various ice crystal habits (solid
spheres, hexagonal plates, hexagonal columns,
nonspherical aggregates, and assemblages of planar poly-
crystals in cirrus clouds), and the in situ data set includes
ice clouds from both midlatitude and tropical data sets.
For each cloud, we retain the mass-maximum diameter
and area-maximum diameter combination that produces
the Vf -Ze relationship closest in the least squares sense to
the Vf -Ze relationship derived directly from the radar obser-
vations. Once these statistical relationships are retrieved the
microphysical properties are directly derived from
precalculated look-up tables [Plana-Fattori et al., 2010,
Delanoë et al., 2007]. The method does not always provide
a solution, which occurs essentially when the radar-derived
Vf -Ze relationship does not match any Vf -Ze relationship in
the microphysical database. Our experience is that it hap-
pens when updrafts associated with large reflectivities are
too large to be filtered out by the method, thereby producing
negative exponents of the Vf -Ze relationship (which is not
physical). Negative exponents are retrieved fairly fre-
quently in small clouds because this statistical approach
requires at least 1 h of continuous cloud measurements to
work properly.
[14] The second Doppler moments algorithm uses the

method described in Deng and Mace [2006] and is referred
to as Rad3mom (Radar 3 moments). The algorithm indeed
utilizes the first three moments of the Doppler spectrum,
Ze, Vd, and sd, to retrieve the ice crystal size distribution,
from which the microphysical properties are computed.
Assuming a first-order gamma distribution for the particle
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size distribution and an exponential function for the turbu-
lence probability density function, the set of equations
describing the Doppler spectrum moments are inverted
using optimal estimation theory to derive the particle size
distribution, the mean vertical velocity of the air in the
sample volume, and objectively derived retrieval errors
[Deng and Mace, 2006]. To avoid an ill-conditioned
problem, the turbulence distribution width is considered as
a parameter in the algorithm and is predetermined from
the Doppler spectrum width and radar reflectivity based on
the observation that the spread of the particle size distribu-
tion in the velocity domain dominates the Doppler spectrum
width measurement for most cirrus. The mass-maximum
diameter and area-maximum diameter relationships of
Yang [2000] for idealized ice crystals are used to derive
the terminal fall velocity of individual ice crystals of
maximum diameter D using drag theory described in
Mitchell [1996]. Therefore, the microphysical model is
consistent in terms of mass-maximum diameter, area-
maximum diameter, and particle fall velocity-maximum
diameter relationships. However, the particle habit is
predetermined as hexagonal columns in this application.
[15] The ideal strategy of this paper at this point would be

to highlight similarities and differences between methods
and hypothesize how these differences impact agreement
between microphysical properties derived from these
methods. However, algorithm assumptions vary widely
(shape of the particle size distribution, statistical relationships
between crystal mass, size, and fall speed) so it is fair to say
that these four methods, despite a few similarities, are strik-
ingly different from one another, although they represent the
state-of-the-art in ice cloud microphysics retrieval
techniques. The remainder of the paper will attempt to quantify
how different the microphysical and radiative properties are
given these large differences between algorithms.

3. Data Sets and Methodology

[16] We use ground-based measurements obtained at the
U.S. Department of Energy ARM site located in Darwin,
Australia, to compile common input files so that each
algorithm participant uses identical input data on a common
height-time grid. The primary instruments are the ARM
Millimeter Cloud Radar (MMCR), which operates at
35 GHz, and the Micropulse Lidar (MPL), which operates
at 532 nm. Our input files include the CloudNet-processed
MMCR data set [Illingworth et al., 2007], the ARM-
produced Merged Sounding Value Added Product for ther-
modynamic profiles [Troyan, 2010], and MPL-normalized
backscatter profiles. Details about the CloudNet and ARM
processed data sets can be obtained at the websites http://
www.cloud-net.org and http://www.arm.gov, respectively.
Each measurement was averaged 2 min temporally and
300 m vertically. We also applied water vapor and cloud
water attenuation corrections [Liebe, 1985] to the radar
reflectivity measurements, as well as overlap, range, and
deadtime corrections to the MPL backscatter profiles. From
these individual inputs, a common cloud mask was produced
using both radar and lidar cloud detections [Wang and Sassen,
2001]. Points where both radar and lidar masks detect cloud
are identified as radar-lidar points.

[17] Once cloudy points are identified in each profile, we
assign a phase classification using the Shupe [2007] approach.
This algorithm uses radar Doppler moments (Ze, Vd, and sd),
lidar backscatter, microwave radiometer, and temperature
profiles to identify clouds (ice, liquid, or mixed), drizzle,
rain, or aerosol. We do not use lidar depolarization ratio in
our case because polarization-sensitive lidar was not
available for the entire time period. Since this phase
classifier algorithm was developed for Arctic clouds, we
made some adjustments to the cutoff parameters, though it
is notable that the algorithm works well for tropical clouds
with minimal changes. One additional condition that we
have added to this algorithm is that we do not allow water
to exist at temperatures colder than �12�C because it is
reported by Stith et al. [2002] that liquid water is rarely
observed in tropical stratiform clouds observed by
aircraft. Since we are interested in only ice clouds without
underlying precipitation or dense boundary layer clouds
(for flux closure experiments), we are confident that this
phase algorithm works sufficiently. More attention may be
required to identify tropical mixed-phase clouds or
precipitation with accuracy. It is worth emphasizing that
building this common data set significantly reduced
uncertainties associated with resolution, cloud detection, and
definitions of cloud that can complicate the interpretation of
the intercomparison results.

4. Microphysical Properties

[18] The common radar and lidar ground-based observation
data set obtained at Darwin is compiled for July 2005 to
December 2009. Participants in this intercomparison applied
their retrieval algorithm using this common data set.
Here we examine the retrieved IWC, Re, and a from all
algorithms. In addition, some algorithms also derive total
number concentration (Nt), terminal fall velocity (Vf), and
vertical air velocity (W). For the analysis, the entire time
period is subdivided into subsamples in order to compare
similar retrieval types:
[19] 1. Radar-lidar subsample (called rali subsample)

includes all data points when both radar and lidar instruments
detect cloud. For these points, both radar-lidar algorithms
(Varcloud and CombRet) and both radar-only Doppler
moments algorithms (RadOn and Rad3mom) are applied.
The purpose of applying the radar Doppler moments
algorithms to the rali subsample is to examine how the
two algorithm classes compare. The expectation here is that
the radar-lidar methods should be more accurate than the
Doppler moments methods, owing to a better extinction
retrieval using the lidar measurements.
[20] 2. Radar subsample includes all regions where only

radar measurements are available for the retrieval of the
cloud properties. For these data points, the Doppler radar
methods are applied, as well as the radar-only components
of the Varcloud and CombRet algorithms. The latter algorithms
tend to be more empirically based than the Doppler moments
methods. This subsample allows for a more direct comparison
of these two classes of radar-only methods.
[21] 3. Lidar subsample includes all regions where only

lidar measurements are available, allowing for comparisons
of the lidar-only part of the radar-lidar methods.
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[22] The relative frequency of radar, lidar, and rali
subsamples is given as a vertical profile in Figure 1. Overall,
the important features of this vertical profile are that the
radar subsample largely exceeds the lidar and rali subsamples
up to 13 km, while the lidar subsample dominates above
14 km. It is noteworthy that the rali subsample, for which
microphysical retrievals are presumably most accurate,
represents at best 20–30% of the total sample (from 5 to
12 km height, see Figure 1). This important result highlights
the fact that for ground-based remote-sensing measurements,
the radiative effect of clouds is actually estimated most of
the time from a single-instrument retrieval (lidar only for
thin cirrus above 14 km height and radar only below 14 km
height). This result may change in different climatic regimes
where the tropopause height is lower and clouds are not
as optically thin on average (i.e., midlatitudes) and when
using satellite-borne radar-lidar instruments due to different
viewing geometry.
[23] Using these different subsamples, we examine the

microphysical properties derived using the various retrieval
methods to highlight the main discrepancies between algo-
rithms. All differences between themicrophysical retrievals will
then be evaluated in terms of the differences with surface
fluxes in the next section. The underlying question we address
here is do the microphysics differences produced by these
state-of-the-art retrieval methods correspond to large differ-
ences in terms of cloud radiative effect? The hope here is that
the methods are able to provide statistical estimates within
5 W m�2 (shortwave) to provide a reference for model evalu-
ation and space-borne radiative budget estimates.

4.1. Rali Subsample

[24] Figure 2 shows the probability density functions (PDFs)
and height normalized PDFs (HPDFs) [Protat et al., 2009]
of IWC, a, and Re retrieved by all algorithms for the rali
subsample. Table 1 tabulates the first three moments of the
PDFs displayed in Figure 2 (first row; mean, variance, and
skewness) as well as the same comparisons for three selected
heights of the HPDFs of Figure 2 (7, 11, and 15 km). Looking
at the composite PDFs (Figure 2, first row), the radar-lidar
methods produce very similar distributions for IWC and a,
but very different PDFs of Re (see also values in Table 1).
CombRet is characterized by a much larger variance in the
Re distribution than the other methods (variance of 852 for
the total PDF as compared with 167 for Varcloud; Table 1).
RadOn is skewed toward smaller sizes, especially at 11 km
(Table 1) where the mean value is half that of CombRet).
Varcloud and Rad3mom have very similar distributions of
Re (as judged by the PDF moments). Given the larger positive
skewness of the Varcloud distribution when compared with
CombRet, the mean values obtained from the two radar-lidar
methods are 10 mm apart (Table 1), although the distribution
peak for the two methods is the same value of about 40 mm.
All algorithms exhibit a decrease in Re with altitude but
RadOn clearly has the most altitude-dependent distribution
and produces much smaller Re (<10 mm) at the highest alti-
tudes. Rad3mom produces microphysical properties very
similar to Varcloud (Table 1), although the Rad3mom distri-
butions are systematically slightly broader (more frequent
occurrence of smaller values for IWC and a, see first row
in Figure 2 and Table 1). One possible reason for this

Figure 1. (left) Frequency of occurrence (%) of each retrieval combination as a percent of the (right)
total number of retrieval points at each altitude: radar-lidar (dotted), radar only (dashed), and lidar only
(dash-dotted).
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Figure 2. Microphysical properties comparison in the radar-lidar cloud detection. (first row) PDFs of
(left column) IWC, (middle column) a, and (right column) Re, respectively, from Varcloud (red),
CombRet (blue), RadOn (green), and Rad3mom (yellow). Color contours of height normalized PDFs
(HPDFs) of (second row) Varcloud, (third row) CombRet, (fourth row) RadOn, and (fifth row) Rad3mom,
respectively. Overplotted in thin black lines are the corresponding results from CombRet for reference.

Table 1. Moments of the PDFs of log(IWC), log(a), and Re for Each Retrieval Techniquea

Radar-Lidar

log(IWC) log(a) Re

Varcloud CombRet RadOn Rad3mom Varcloud CombRet RadOn Rad3mom Varcloud CombRet RadOn Rad3mom

Total PDF Mean �2.12 �2.15 �2.14 �2.19 �0.52 �0.61 �0.31 �0.63 43 53 26 47
Variance 0.26 0.27 0.42 0.38 0.26 0.29 0.55 0.33 167 852 256 137
Skewness �0.5 �0.4 +0.1 �0.2 �1.0 �0.6 �0.1 �0.3 +7.2 +5.3 +4.8 +8.8

PDF at 7 km Mean �2.41 �2.34 �2.71 �2.36 �0.94 �0.88 �1.34 �0.88 75 81 81 77
Variance 0.77 0.79 1.12 0.85 1.55 0.98 4.37 0.90 5359 5321 4958 5049
Skewness �0.2 �0.3 +0.4 +0.1 �0.8 �0.7 �0.1 �0.5 +2.8 +2.6 +2.9 +3.0

PDF at 11 km Mean �2.09 �2.16 �2.07 �2.16 �0.50 �0.65 �0.27 �0.62 46 59 28 51
Variance 0.25 0.25 0.77 0.39 0.25 0.31 0.45 0.46 619 1742 655 1053
Skewness �0.7 �0.4 �0.6 �0.3 �1.5 �1.0 �0.5 �1.3 +9.0 +4.8 +10.0 +7.5

PDF at 15 km Mean �2.13 �2.08 �2.17 �2.44 �0.57 �0.40 +0.10 �1.15 74 76 54 76
Variance 0.72 0.49 0.48 3.82 1.77 0.88 0.94 6.45 8476 8764 10078 8333
Skewness �1.0 �1.1 �0.9 �0.1 �1.7 �2.1 �3.1 �0.3 +2.1 +2.0 +2.1 +2.2

aTotal PDF (top row) and for three selected heights: 7, 11, and 15 km. This table is for the radar-lidar subsample.
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general agreement is that Rad3mom and Varcloud use the
same particle habit assumption for small particles (hexago-
nal columns).
[25] In contrast to Re, the IWC and a HPDFs are similar

among the algorithms with the exception that RadOn a
increases more with altitude as expected from the previ-
ously described smaller Re. For IWC HPDFs, variance in
the distributions with altitude is similar, though RadOn
has a more pronounced decrease in IWC below 8 km and
a larger variance up to 11 km (Table 1). One interesting fea-
ture in the HPDFs is that several algorithms exhibit a sharp
decrease in IWC, a, and Re at ~15 km, which could
distinguish the microphysical properties of anvil versus in
situ generated cirrus. The differences exhibited by RadOn
are in part due to the implicitly retrieved (and not assumed)
particle habit produced by the algorithm (through a variable
mass-maximum diameter and five possible cross-sectional
area-maximum diameter relationships)., The implications

of such large differences in terms of the radiative effect of
clouds will be analyzed in section 5.

4.2. Radar Subsample

[26] The radar subsample, as shown in Figure 1, domi-
nates the total sample at most heights. Recall that the
radar-only part of the radar-lidar methods and the Doppler
radar methods is actually compared here. Presumably, the
use of an additional constraint (Vd) in the Doppler radar
methods should be an advantage over the radar-lidar
methods that apply more empirical approaches to retrieve
cloud properties when only radar detects cloud. It must be
noted that the Doppler radar methods (and Varcloud through
the retrieval of the particle size distribution parameters) also
provide additional information that can be compared: W, Vf,
and Nt.
[27] Despite having different approaches to deriving

microphysical properties when only radar detects cloud,

Varcloud
CombRet
RadOn
Rad3mom

Figure 3. The same as Figure 2 except for results in the radar-only cloud detection category.
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Varcloud and CombRet produce very similar statistics for
all microphysical quantities (Figure 3 and Table 2), including
Re, which is quite different from the results for the rali cloud
detections with these two retrievals (Figure 2, right column).
The most notable difference is that the variance of the
PDF produced by CombRet is systematically larger than
that of Varcloud (Table 2), especially for the Re distribution.
This general good agreement between the radar-lidar
methods occurs because when only radar data are available,
the two retrievals default to similar algorithms using radar
reflectivity and temperature as inputs to the IWC and a retrieval.
[28] Comparisons of IWC produced by the four methods

show that the PDFs produced by Varcloud, CombRet, and
RadOn are similar, but corresponding HPDFs reveal
different vertical distributions. The three methods agree
fairly well up to 13 km, but do not agree at all above that
height, where both radar-lidar methods produce an increasing
IWC with height and both Doppler radar methods produce a
constant IWC with height (Table 2 and Figure 3, left column).
For the radar-lidar methods, this increase is caused by an
increase in Ze with height above 13 km (not shown).
Therefore, a retrieval method relying on radar reflectivity only
must produce an increase in IWC and a by construction, while
the Ze-Vd retrieval techniques rely on the characteristics of two
or three Doppler moments. However, this result should be kept
in perspective since the number of radar detections largely
decreases above 13 km (Figure 1). Discrepancies between
lidar and radar detections have been noted previously
[Comstock et al., 2002] and can have significant impacts
on derived TOA IR fluxes [Borg et al., 2011], which we will
explore further in section 5. The IWC PDF produced by
Rad3mom is characterized by a larger variance and peaks
at smaller IWC than the three other methods. The HPDFs
indicate that larger IWC values are produced by Rad3mom
below 10 km height (see larger mean value and variance at
7 km, Table 2), while lower values are produced predominantly
above 10 km height when compared with the other methods.
[29] PDFs of a show that RadOn produces larger extinction

than the radar-lidar methods, primarily between 8 and 13 km
(see mean values at 11 km, Table 2), for this radar subsample,
while Rad3mom overall produces smaller a than the radar-lidar
methods (Table 2 and Figure 3, middle column), which
results from a compensation between larger values below
10 km and much smaller values above 11 km (Table 2).
RadOn also has larger extinction values than the other

methods above ~10 km in the rali subsample (Figure 2 and
Table 1). The resulting comparison of Re (which is proportional
to IWC/a, see (1)) shows that owing to compensating effects of
IWC and a, the Re produced by Rad3mom is slightly larger
than Varcloud and CombRet at all heights above 6 km, with
maximum differences around 8 km height and above 14 km
height (Figure 3, right column). The larger extinctions
produced by RadOn translate into much smaller Re compared
to the other methods above 8 km (largest differences are found
above 12 km height, see also Table 2). The HPDFs show
that the Re distribution from CombRet is much narrower
than the other methods due primarily to the temperature
dependence of the Re retrieval used by CombRet for “radar
only” clouds. The fact that the variance is actually much
larger than other methods is due to the fact that the
distribution is far from normal; hence, the variance calculation
is more difficult to interpret in that case. Differences in Re

between the two Doppler radar methods are very large,
though the source of the discrepancies varies at different
heights. Below 12 km, larger Re values produced by
Rad3mom are predominantly due to IWCs larger than
those from RadOn and the other methods. Above 12 km
height, smaller Re values in RadOn are due to larger
extinctions produced by RadOn (in agreement with
CombRet) and IWCs similar to Rad3mom (but much
smaller than Varcloud and CombRet). An assessment of
the correct Re values will be performed using the surface
shortwave flux comparisons, since clouds with smaller
particles should reflect more incoming shortwave radiation
than those with larger particles.
[30] Additional dynamical and microphysical properties are

compared for the radar subsample for three of the algorithms
(Figure 4 and Table 3). PDFs of Nt produced by Varcloud
and RadOn are in reasonably good agreement in terms of
mean values (less than 5% difference overall, Table 3); how-
ever, the Varcloud HPDF increases more distinctly with
height and the RadOn Nt distribution is much broader and
much less skewed at all heights (Table 3 and Figure 4, left col-
umn). This apparent agreement in mean values of Nt between
Varcloud and RadOn is somewhat surprising, but is likely
caused by offsetting uncertainties that are revealed in the
HPDFs (Varcloud Nt is larger above 12 km, whereas RadOn
is slightly larger below 12 km). Earlier comparisons between
ground-based radar-lidar retrievals of Nt (using Varcloud) and
space-borne radar-only retrievals from the CloudSat radar

Table 2. Same as Table 1 but for the Radar-Only Subsample

Radar-Only

log(IWC) log(a) Re

Varcloud CombRet RadOn Rad3mom Varcloud CombRet RadOn Rad3mom Varcloud CombRet RadOn Rad3mom

Total PDF Mean �1.84 �1.86 �1.88 �1.90 �0.28 �0.31 �0.10 �0.37 46 45 29 51
Variance 0.41 0.54 0.53 0.64 0.33 0.58 0.53 0.50 197 425 297 202
Skewness �0.2 �0.2 �0.2 +0.3 �0.4 �0.3 �0.5 +0.2 +1.0 +8.2 +1.2 +0.9

PDF at 7 km Mean �2.16 �2.29 �2.21 �1.83 �0.72 �0.88 �0.78 �0.39 60 61 57 61
Variance 0.67 0.78 0.88 0.99 0.54 0.79 0.84 0.83 201 155 322 192
Skewness �0.3 �0.2 �0.2 �0.1 �0.4 �0.2 �0.3 �0.1 +2.6 +5.0 +1.5 +5.3

PDF at 11 km Mean �1.78 �1.81 �1.70 �1.81 �0.23 �0.29 +0.03 �0.31 48 57 29 54
Variance 0.34 0.46 0.44 0.64 0.25 0.46 0.40 0.48 113 2526 109 122
Skewness +0.1 +0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 +0.1 �0.2 +0.2 +2.9 +4.8 +12.2 +2.3

PDF at 15 km Mean �1.71 �1.60 �2.10 �2.16 +0.01 +0.15 +0.08 �0.51 32 42 12 38
Variance 0.28 0.44 0.37 0.37 0.21 0.46 0.38 0.26 78 3533 92 131
Skewness +0.6 �0.2 +0.6 +0.9 +0.3 0.0 +0.3 +0.8 +14.8 +4.2 +14.8 +6.9
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[Protat et al., 2010] have shown that reflectivity-only
retrievals of Nt could not get the order of magnitude of total
concentration correct. This is because the total concentra-
tion (which is the zeroth moment of the particle size

distribution (PSD)) is indirectly related to the reflectivity
measurements (the sixth moment of the PSD in the Rayleigh
scattering regime), which is the main input to the radar-only
methods. The differences observed between RadOn and

Figure 4. Comparison of total number concentration (Nt), particle fall velocity (Vf), and mean air motion
(W) for radar-only cloud detections. (first row) PDFs of (left column) Nt, (middle column) Vf, and (right
column) W, respectively, from Varcloud (red), RadOn (green), and Rad3mom (yellow). Color contours
of HPDFs of (second row) Varcloud, (third row) RadOn, and (fourth row) Rad3mom, respectively.
Overplotted in thin black lines are the corresponding results from RadOn for reference.

Table 3. Same as Table 1 but for log(Nt), Vf, and W

Radar-Only

log(Nt) Vf W

Varcloud RadOn Varcloud RadOn Rad3mom RadOn Rad3mom

Total PDF Mean 2.01 2.12 0.56 0.66 0.46 0.02 �0.18
Variance 0.34 0.51 0.07 0.11 0.04 0.15 0.18
Skewness �0.6 �0.9 +0.5 +0.9 +0.6 �0.6 �1.0

PDF at 7 km Mean 1.08 1.08 0.82 1.06 0.61 0.05 �0.41
Variance 0.15 0.70 0.05 0.12 0.04 0.24 0.27
Skewness �0.8 �0.6 �0.0 +0.2 +0.2 �1.4 �1.5

PDF at 11 km Mean 1.97 2.31 0.59 0.66 0.50 0.02 �0.14
Variance 0.05 0.25 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.10 0.12
Skewness �1.4 +0.6 +0.5 +1.2 +0.6 �0.9 �1.5

PDF at 15 km Mean 2.89 2.37 0.29 0.38 0.29 0.06 �0.04
Variance 0.04 0.29 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.23 0.23
Skewness �3.4 �0.3 +2.3 +1.7 +1.7 +0.3 +0.1
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Varcloud are much smaller than the differences reported in
Protat et al. [2010], at least below 12 km. Even if the two
methods share the same assumption about the shape of the
PSD, this comparison indicates that the two free parameters
of the normalized PSD (the intercept parameter and the
mean volume-weighted diameter), which are retrieved
using the two methods, are in good agreement overall.
[31] The terminal fall velocity PDF shows that the RadOn

method retrieves slightly larger mean values of Vf compared
to Rad3mom and Varcloud (Table 3 and Figure 4, middle
column), though the latter two algorithms have a sharp peak
at ~0.25 m s�1. The variance and skewness of the RadOn
distribution are also larger than for the two other methods.
The HPDFs and associated moments of Table 3 at three
selected heights help characterize more clearly the differences
in Vf. RadOn produces Vf that are almost twice as large as
those retrieved by Rad3mom predominantly in the 5–10 km
layer (see also mean values at 7 km in Table 3), while the
agreement is better between RadOn and Rad3mom above 10
km height. Terminal fall speeds retrieved using the Varcloud
algorithm fall between the two Doppler moments algorithms:
Varcloud and Rad3mom agree very well in peak and width
of the distributions above 10 km height, and Varcloud pro-
duces terminal fall speeds with values intermediate between
RadOn and Rad3mom below 10 km height (Figure 4 and
Table 3). Given the difference in Re for the three methods
(Figure 3), we can infer that the particle fall speed-maximum
diameter relationship retrieved on a case-by-case basis by
RadOn and the assumption by Rad3mom of hexagonal
columns for all cases produce very different results. In the
Doppler moments retrievals, the measured Doppler velocity
is split between the vertical air velocity component (W) and

the terminal fall speed (Vf), using different methods (details
can be found in Delanoë et al. [2007] and Deng and Mace
[2006], respectively, for RadOn and Rad3mom). Varcloud
uses a statistical fall speed-maximum dimension relationship
approach for individual crystals by Mitchell and Heymsfield
[2005]. Recent studies using multi-wavelength profiler
observations over Darwin [Protat and Williams, 2011] suggest
that the Vf -Ze approach used in RadOn tends to slightly under-
estimate terminal fall speed in tropical ice clouds, by 5–15 cm
s�1 depending on height (their Figure 9). Protat and
Williams [2011] also caution against using a single particle
habit assumption for all clouds and showed that assuming
the hexagonal columns represents relatively well small
terminal fall speeds associated with low reflectivities,
but will strongly underestimate the larger terminal fall
speeds associated with large Ze typically found in the
lower portions of ice clouds [Protat and Williams, 2011]
(Figure 5). Our comparison between RadOn and Rad3mom
is fully consistent with the findings of Protat and Williams
[2011]. The good agreement found between RadOn and
Rad3mom above 10 km height is presumably due to the fact
that hexagonal column habit assumption is relevant at these
heights statistically, while it presumably underestimates
terminal fall velocity below 10 km height. It also suggests
that the RadOn retrieval of fall speed is reasonable, which
was also a conclusion from Protat and Williams [2011].
[32] RadOn and Rad3mom also retrieve vertical air veloc-

ity, W (defined as positive upward). Retrieved PDFs by
RadOn and Rad3mom are symmetric centered onmean values
of +2 and �18 cm s�1, respectively (Figure 4 and Table 3).
The other moments of the two PDFs are similar (Table 3).
The HPDFs of Figure 4 and the numbers in Table 3 show that

Figure 5. (top row) PDFs and HPDFs of (left column) IWC, (middle column) a, and (right column) Re,
derived by (middle row) Varcloud and (bottom row) CombRet for the lidar sample.
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RadOn W distributions are actually centered around 0,
whereas Rad3mom is centered around a few cm s�1 down-
draft (negative) except for below ~8 km where RadOn
becomes more positive (+ 5 cm s�1) and Rad3mom more
negative (mean value of �41 cms�1). This corresponds to
the differences in the Vf between these two retrievals, which
have been discussed previously.

4.3. Lidar Subsample

[33] Figure 5 shows the PDFs and HPDFs of IWC, a, and
Re produced by Varcloud and CombRet. The PDF comparisons
show that Varcloud has a slightly larger frequency of small
IWC and a compared to CombRet, which translates into
smaller mean values, larger variances, and slightly negative
skewness of the Varcloud distributions at all heights
(Table 4). For Re, the PDF produced by Varcloud is shifted
toward slightly smaller values compared with CombRet
(mean value of 29 versus 35 mm, Table 4). The HPDFs show
that the Re differences are of similar magnitude at all
heights, with Re produced by Varcloud being systematically
5 mm smaller than those produced by CombRet, with the
notable exception of mean values from Varcloud being
slightly larger at 7 km height (Table 4). Extinction results
for CombRet show a somewhat artificial cutoff in the a
PDF and HPDFs, which is likely caused by the forced
max/min values for Sp, though a specific cutoff for a is not
introduced into the algorithm. Recall from Figure 1 that
the majority of lidar-only clouds occurs above 10 km;
hence, the agreement above that altitude is somewhat
constrained, particularly for a, which is primarily driven
by the lidar ratio. PDFs of lidar ratio derived by the two
methods exhibit significant differences for rali and lidar
subsamples (Figure 6). Varcloud almost always retrieves a
value of 33 sr because the a priori value of Sp is the center
value, and the algorithm varies around that value. The
CombRet algorithm begins the iteration at the largest
allowed value of Sp rather than the center value, which
results in a wider distribution, centered around 40 sr for
the “lidar only” subsample. The range of allowed Sp is 10
to 66 sr. Sakai et al. [2003] summarizes the available
measurements of Sp in different climate regimes. While
smaller values (5–25 sr) have been measured in midlatitude
cirrus, larger values (39–79 sr) have been observed in
tropical regimes. Theoretical calculations also presented in
Sakai et al. [2003] suggest that small crystals tend to have

large values and hexagonal crystals tend to have small
values. It is interesting that for the rali subsample the PDF
of Sp is very broad compared to the “lidar only” sample,
which has a peak near 38 sr. This could be indicative of a
shift in the type of cirrus detected when radar does not detect
the cloud (i.e., optically thin cirrus versus denser anvils).
The small values of Sp (<20 sr) retrieved by CombRet likely
indicate that the lidar profile is attenuation limited in some
of the rali profiles, since the rali sample tends to have large
optical depths than the “lidar only” sample. Despite these
differences in the lidar ratio, the retrieved a agrees well, as

Table 4. Same as Table 1 but for the Lidar-Only Subsample

Lidar-Only

Log(IWC) Log(a) Re

Varcloud CombRet Varcloud CombRet Varcloud CombRet

Total PDF Mean �2.85 �2.66 �1.09 �0.97 29 35
Variance 0.45 0.37 0.36 0.32 114 271
Skewness �0.4 +0.4 �0.6 +0.4 +3.0 +8.3

PDF at 7 km Mean �2.84 �2.23 �1.34 �0.79 67 64
Variance 1.3 0.8 1.21 0.78 3011 777
Skewness �0.1 +0.4 �0.1 +0.4 +3.8 +8.2

PDF at 11 km Mean �2.73 �2.47 �1.11 �0.93 42 49
Variance 0.54 0.39 0.48 0.40 539 469
Skewness �0.1 +0.3 �0.3 +0.2 +9.9 +11.4

PDF at 15 km Mean �2.87 �2.75 �1.06 �1.00 26 32
Variance 0.36 0.28 0.30 0.27 78 598
Skewness �0.5 +0.4 �0.5 +0.2 +26.8 +10.4
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Figure 6. Frequency distributions extinction-to-backscatter
ratio (lidar ratio) retrieved by the CombRet and Varcloud
algorithms for (top) rali and (bottom) lidar-only subsamples.
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shown in the HPDFs, which could be compensated for by
the different multiple scattering treatments.

5. Flux Comparisons

5.1. Methodology

[34] The microphysics comparison shows obvious
discrepancies between the algorithms. While direct
comparisons of microphysical quantities retrieved with
different algorithms are insightful, they do not provide a
measure of success, nor do they provide quantified uncertainty
estimates. An independent measure, such as analysis of
surface and top of atmosphere (TOA) fluxes, derived from
the retrieved microphysical properties, is a possible way to
assess the overall uncertainty in the algorithms. In addition
to providing an independent measurement, radiative fluxes
are used extensively by the modeling community as an eval-
uation tool. We use radiative flux closure to quantify the
retrieval uncertainty in terms of the derived cloud radiative
effects. To do this, we compare broadband fluxes computed
using the retrieved microphysical properties as input into a
radiative transfer model with longwave (LW) and short-
wave (SW) broadband fluxes measured by surface (or
TOA) radiometers. The “best estimate” quality-controlled
surface flux measurement produced by the DOE ARM
program (called “QCRAD”) is used as the reference sur-
face flux measurement [Long and Shi, 2006], and LW fluxes
derived from geostationary satellites are used as the reference
TOA flux measurement [Minnis et al., 2008]. For the
TOA comparisons, we focus on the LW fluxes because
narrowband to broadband conversions of SW-reflected flux
are strongly dependent on solar zenith angle and scene type
[Loeb et al., 2005].
[35] For the flux comparisons, the cloud mask is carefully

screened to remove profiles that may contain low and
middle level liquid water clouds and precipitating clouds.

We again subdivide the data set according to instrument
detection; however, since the surface flux represents a
hemispheric irradiance, rather than a vertical profile, each
profile (rather than each point in the profile) must be
classified as a single type. Therefore, the cloud mask is used
to identify profiles when 80% of the detections in a single
profile can be categorized as radar, rali, or lidar only. The
reason that 80% is used (rather than 100%) is because the data
set is so dominated by radar detections (Figure 1) that the sub-
sample size for rali and lidar only would be extremely small
(for instance, there are no 100% rali profiles in our data set).
[36] The Fu-Liou radiative transfer (RT) model [Fu and

Liou, 1992; Fu, 1996] is used to compute the surface fluxes
from the retrieved cloud properties. Since the input data set
and retrieved quantities (including profiles of temperature,
humidity, IWC, and Re) were already on a common
height-time grid, it was straightforward to compute the
fluxes and heating rates. A broadband Lambertian surface
albedo of 0.095 is assumed. This value represents a mix
between the higher albedo of the surfaces at the Darwin
ARM site and the lower albedo of the surrounding ocean.
A longwave emissivity of 1 is assumed. Surface air temper-
ature is obtained from the Merged Sounding product to rep-
resent the surface temperature. The independent pixel
approach is used in the radiative transfer calculations, so
the radiative heating rates and fluxes are calculated indepen-
dently for each profile. The combined radar/lidar cloud mask
is used to determine whether each height in the profile is clear
or cloudy for the radiative transfer calculations.
[37] For each profile, we also calculate the fluxes and

heating rates for a corresponding clear sky profile in which
the temperature and humidity profiles are the same, but no
clouds are included in the computation. By subtracting the
calculated clear sky profiles from the all-sky profiles, we
can examine the effect of differences in the microphysics
on the cloud heating rate profiles. Aerosols are assumed to
be negligible, which is generally a fair assumption for Darwin,
with the exception of the dry season when agricultural burning
takes place. However, the dry season is also typically less
cloudy. This technique has been previously applied to
other ARM tropical sites to compute radiative fluxes [Mather
et al., 2007], where it was shown that computed clear sky
fluxes agree to the observed values within <2% in the
longwave (LW) and <5% in the shortwave (SW).
[38] Though we have good confidence that the clear-sky

fluxes are accurate, there are some assumptions that are
made in the Fu-Liou code concerning the scattering properties
of the ice crystals that are inconsistent to those made by
the Varcloud and RadOn retrieval methods (a mix of ice
aggregates and hexagonal columns for Varcloud, variable
on a case-to-case basis for RadOn). On the other hand, the
CombRet and Rad3mom use the same scattering properties
as those assumed in the radiative transfer code. This range
of habit assumptions is common in the retrieval and radiative
transfer communities as determining the scattering properties
of realistic atmospheric ice crystals across the electromagnetic
spectrum is an ongoing research topic [Baran, 2012]. In future
work, we hope to modify the radiative transfer code to use
scattering properties more consistent with the habit assump-
tions made in the Varcloud and RadOn methods to quantify
how much of the difference in the calculated radiative
effects is related solely to the habit assumptions.

Table 5. Surface SW Flux Comparison Statistics Including Number
of Observations in Each Subsamplea

Retrieval Num. Obs. R2 <10% <20% <50% Mean STD_DEV

All Observations
CombRet 47033 0.93 45.8 63.5 85.2 13.1 37.3
Varcloud 36096 0.93 41.3 59.7 84.1 16.4 37.8
RadOn 23019 0.89 35.1 54.2 81.7 1.45 41.2
Rad3mom 21259 0.92 36.5 55.3 79.9 21.9 40.1

Rali Observations
CombRet 1779 0.94 29.9 52.3 83.6 14.5 37.7
Varcloud 1779 0.95 34.6 52.8 87.4 14.4 38.4
RadOn 1779 0.93 28.6 47.4 85.9 �4.49 37.3
Rad3mom 1779 0.96 39.7 59.3 82.7 19.2 36.6

Radar Only
CombRet 15397 0.90 38.7 58.1 83.1 11.1 38.7
Varcloud 15397 0.91 38.2 57.6 84.6 13.8 36.5
RadOn 15397 0.87 34.2 54.1 82.0 �5.0 39.1
Rad3mom 15397 0.91 35.4 54.7 80.1 21.4 38.9

Lidar Only
CombRet 10516 0.93 40.2 58.4 82.3 16.4 41.3
Varcloud 10516 0.92 38.9 56.1 77.6 25.5 42.0

aR2 represents the correlation coefficient between the computed and
observed surface SW flux. Also listed are percentage of computed fluxes
that fall within 10, 20, and 50% of the observations, and the mean and
standard deviation (STD_DEV) of the percent difference between the
retrieved and observed flux.
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5.2. Surface Downwelling Shortwave Comparisons

[39] First we compare the computed downwelling shortwave
(DSW) flux at the surface with the measured flux (summarized
in Table 5). Fluxes are computed using the retrieved cloud
properties as input to the RT model. Results are compiled
for radar only, rali, lidar only, and all retrievals. For each
subcategory (radar only, rali, and lidar only), we only
include times when all algorithms report a retrieved value,
so there are the same number of points included in each
PDF (per category). The exception is for the “all” retrievals
category, where we include all the times when an individual
algorithm retrieves cloud properties regardless of the method.
For example, the Varcloud and CombRet algorithms will
include all profiles that are lidar, radar, and rali. RadOn
and Rad3mom can be applied to profiles identified as radar
only or rali. This subset essentially provides a picture of
how well the algorithm performs over each condition. The
observed flux in the “all retrievals” case represents all
observed flux values when a cloud was detected and any
algorithm reports microphysical properties. So for some
algorithms (such as RadOn and Rad3mom; see Table 5)
the number of points in the “all retrievals” comparisons will
be less than the total observed due to fewer cloud detections
or when the algorithm fails to converge to a solution.

Compiling the results in this way allows us to compare the
full set of potential cloud detections and reveals how well
the PDF compares to observations if a significant number
of cloud detections is not retrieved by a particular algorithm
(i.e., by using only radar or only lidar).
[40] Surface DSW flux measurements occur only during the

daylight hours and so are dominated by cirrus anvils produced
by diurnally influenced convection [e.g., May et al., 2012;
Protat et al., 2009]. For this reason, we expect that the radar
subsample will have the largest sample size (Table 5).
[41] One drawback of comparing DSW fluxes at the

surface is that the diurnal cycle dependence can mask the
differences between large and small optical depths. For a
more direct comparison of observed and computed surface
fluxes as a function of optical depth, we compute the SW
transmittance at the surface (defined as the DSW flux at
the surface divided by the DSW flux at the TOA) from both
computed and observed surface fluxes (Figure 7). Results
are compiled for all retrievals and each subsample. Using
SW transmittance, rather than SW flux, removes the diurnal
cycle dependence so that performance under different
optical depth conditions can be more readily examined. For
the “all retrievals” case, Figure 7 demonstrates that for small
transmittance values <0.5 (corresponding to large column
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optical depth), the CombRet, Varcloud, and Rad3mom
algorithms are on average biased low as compared to
RadOn. RadOn again has a larger variance, particularly for
transmittance >0.5. The results for the radar-only sample
are similar to the “all retrievals” case due to the dominance
of radar samples. From these results, we can infer that for
large optical depth clouds, the empirical approach used by
Varcloud and CombRet tends to underestimate the cloud
optical depth. Interestingly, the Rad3mom also demonstrates
the same trend as Varcloud and CombRet. One of the primary
differences between the two Doppler moments algorithms is
that the RadOn algorithm retrieves a particle shape, whereas
Rad3mom assumes hexagonal crystals, and hence, the
mass-dimensional relationships are fixed. This variation
on the Ze-Vd algorithm appears to be an important compo-
nent in accurately determining the extinction and hence the
particle size. For the rali case (Figure 7, third row),
CombRet, Varcloud, and to some extent Rad3mom show
some improvement over the radar-only sample, particularly
for the thin optical depth cases (transmittance >0.5) where
the lidar would add the most value to the retrieval. The
improved performance of Rad3mom for the rali cases could

indicate that this subset of clouds contains more hexagonal
shaped crystals (more in situ generated cirrus, less anvil).
[42] While the transmittance comparisons help to put the

algorithm differences in perspective without the diurnal
cycle component, we also wish to compare the computed
fluxes from the retrieved cloud properties with surface
broadband measurements in a statistical way. This type of
direct comparison or “closure exercise” helps to quantify
the uncertainty in the retrieved microphysical properties.
Direct comparisons of surface DSW fluxes (Table 5)
indicate that for the “all observations” case, the modeled
flux agrees within 20% of the observed surface SW flux
over half of the time and within 50% of the observed SW
flux, 80–85% of the time for all algorithms. Table 5 also
lists the mean and standard deviation of the percent differ-
ence between the retrieved and observed surface SW flux.
RadOn shows the smallest bias (1.45%) but the largest stan-
dard deviation (37.8%). Rad3mom has the largest bias, with
CombRet and Varcloud falling in between. Note that the
number of retrieved profiles varies among algorithms
because cloud properties are not reported if the algorithm
does not converge to a solution (for Varcloud, Rad3mom,
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and RadOn). The CombRet applies some type of retrieval
(i.e., empirical) for each profile, as long as a valid reflectivity
and/or lidar extinction value is available and hence has the
largest number of retrieved profiles.
[43] Dividing results by measurement category, rali results

have ~30% and 35% of points having uncertainty <10% for
CombRet and Varcloud (Table 5), respectively, for the DSW
as compared with RadOn (29%) and Rad3mom (40%), which
has the smallest uncertainty for the rali conditions. Overall the
impact of adding the lidar during rali conditions is mixed
because the two rali algorithms have only slightly smaller
overall uncertainty compared to RadOn (but larger
uncertainty than Rad3mom) as demonstrated in Table 5 rali
results. Looking more closely at the rali results in Figure 7
confirms that RadOn is slightly more biased than the others,
suggesting that RadOn reflects too much incoming radiation
(observed transmittance is larger than modeled). The
Doppler velocity measurement appears to be a stronger
constraint on the microphysical retrievals for a subset of
the observations; however, there are still some details in
the algorithm that cause the standard deviation to be very
large in a number of cases. Interestingly, CombRet
and Varcloud have the smallest mean uncertainty under all
sky conditions (Table 5), which could be caused by either
their larger sample size or the smaller variance in the
uncertainty (Figure 7).
[44] In contrast to the radar-lidar subsample, for the radar-

only cases, the two combined retrievals have the smallest
uncertainty on average, with ~38% of points agreeing with
observations within 10% compared with the RadOn and
Rad3mom algorithms (34% and 35%, respectively). The
mean flux difference is overall smallest for the radar
subsample, with mean differences ranging from 5% to
21%, though the the standard deviation (SDEV) remains
larger than 30% for all retrievals. It is somewhat surprising
that the Ze-Vd algorithms do not provide significant
improvement over the reflectivity only methods (CombRet
and Varcloud). Judging from Figure 7 (radar subsample),
CombRet, Varcloud, and Rad3mom have slightly less bias
and less variance for transmittances larger than 0.5, though
RadOn does a better job when transmittance <0.5, which
corresponds to optically thicker clouds. Since the frequency
of observations is larger for the higher transmittance values,
it could explain the seeming smaller uncertainty for the two

radar-lidar algorithms. CombRet and Varcloud have similar
uncertainty for lidar-only cases, though the CombRet mean
difference is ~9% less than for Varcloud, indicating that the
extinction coefficient is better constrained in CombRet, par-
ticularly for transmittances <0.4. Despite these statistics
and the large R2> 0.9 for all cases, there is still significant
uncertainty in the retrieved cloud properties, as demonstrated
by the large number of points with uncertainty >20%.

5.3. Longwave Radiative Flux Comparisons

[45] Longwave (LW) fluxes are primarily driven by
the absorption optical depth rather than the scattering
component that dominates the shortwave flux. For this
reason, we expect that the ice mass and the vertical
distribution of this mass will have a larger impact on the
surface fluxes than the particle size. In addition, downwelling
LW (DLW) fluxes measured at the surface are strongly
influenced by the water vapor between the surface and the
ground such that the impact of optically thin clouds on the
DLW will be below the detection threshold of surface
broadband LW measurements. This appears to hold true
for the surface DLW flux differences (Figure 8 thin solid
lines) where the smaller value of LW flux is associated
with optically thin clouds. There are some unique features
in Figure 8 that are worth noting. First, there are two peaks
in the frequency of observations (thick solid black line): a
primary peak between 400 and 450 W m�2 and a secondary
peak between 300 and 350 W m�2. The peak between 400
and 450 W m�2 represents the radiative effect due to anvil
clouds, whereas the subpeak below 400 W m�2 is due to
thin cirrus that is detected primarily by lidar. Focusing first
on the peak between 400 and 450 W m�2 for the “all
retrievals” case, the agreement is consistent for all algo-
rithms, with CombRet and RadOn having a smaller mean
difference in the 400–450 W m�2 peak. The SDEV (dotted
line) in the primary peak is <5 W m�2 for all algorithms.
For the secondary peak (300–350 W m�2), the difference
among algorithms is much larger and the SDEV is larger, par-
ticularly for RadOn. This may be indicative that the
reflectivity-based algorithms are less sensitive to these thin
clouds. Varcloud and Rad3mom are more biased than the
other two algorithms for the secondary peak. Results are sim-
ilar for the radar-only subset, except that the CombRet
is more biased in the secondary peak than in the “all
retrievals” case. , In the rali case, RadOn and Rad3mom
have large biases in secondary peak, though biased in oppo-
site directions and the algorithms that use radar and lidar to
derive cloud properties have smaller biases for thin clouds,
which is as expected. All algorithms are less biased and have
smaller SDEV in the primary peak, indicating that the retrieval
of cloud properties in thicker anvil clouds is better constrained
than for thin clouds, at least from the LW perspective. It also
indicates that the location and vertical distribution of the
IWC is fairly well characterized for these cases. Overall, the
surface LW flux comparisons summarized in Table 6 show
that the results are highly correlated (R2> 0.9) and the mean
percent difference is<2%, with a comparable SDEV. Diag-
nostics of method performance in different flux ranges will
be of great help to guide further retrieval method improve-
ments. It is important to mention that the DLW radiative
effect changes significantly when single remote sensors
are used to retrieve cloud properties as apparent in the

Table 6. LW Flux Comparison Statistics for All Observationsa

Retrieval R2 <10% Mean STD_DEV

TOA LW Fluxes
CombRet 0.74 48.2 �7.3 6.3
Varcloud 0.72 43.1 �6.2 5.7
RadOn 0.77 42.3 �3.8 10.0
Rad3mom 0.77 33.2 �9.1 4.4

Surface LW Fluxes
CombRet 0.97 99.9 �0.79 2.0
Varcloud 0.98 99.9 �1.23 1.4
RadOn 0.95 99.9 �0.67 1.5
Rad3mom 0.97 99.9 �1.38 1.8

aR2 represents the correlation coefficient between the computed and
observed LW flux. Also listed is the percentage of points that are within
10% of the observations and the mean and standard deviation (STD_DEV)
of the percent difference between the retrieved and observed flux. Results
are tabulated for TOA and surface fluxes for the “All Retrievals.” Results
are not significantly different for the various subsamples.
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Varcloud and CombRet results for “all retrievals.” Direct
comparisons of DLW fluxes at the surface reveal that more
than 99% of points have an uncertainty <10% for all algo-
rithms (Table 6).
[46] An additional constraint on algorithm uncertainty is

shown in the direct comparison of measured and retrieved
upwelling fluxes at the top-of-atmosphere (TOA). We compare
the LW TOA flux measurements from the satellite-based pixel
level data product VISST (Visible Infrared Solar-Infrared Split
Window Technique) [Minnis et al., 2008] with LWTOA fluxes
computed using the retrieved cloud properties (Figure 9). Error
in measured TOA fluxes is roughly 3–5 W m�2 with biases
ranging from 0.2 to 0.4 Wm�2 [Loeb et al., 2007]. VISST data
are derived fromMTSAT satellite observations and have ~4 km
spatial resolution. Fluxes for the 9 pixels centered on the
nearest pixel to the Darwin site are averaged to obtain the
TOA flux. Given the 4 km pixel size, this 9 pixel average
likely includes both ocean and land pixels. The exact
geolocation of each pixel is somewhat uncertain due to the
uncertainty in the satellite navigation system. VISST data
are available only once per hour for a 5 month period
(January–February 2006 and October–December 2007)
over the Darwin site, so we only compare the closest VISST
pixel to the “all retrievals” case to have sufficient numbers

of data points to compute statistics. Note that this VISST
product is also a retrieval algorithm (although the technique
has been “trained” with TOA flux measurements), so it
cannot be fully considered as a “reference,” which was the
case for the surface comparisons.
[47] Correlation coefficients (R2) between the computed

and observed upwelling TOA LW fluxes for each algorithm
in Figure 9 are tabulated in Table 6. All algorithms have
similar R2 ~ 0.7 and between 62% and 73% of the computed
values fall within 10% of the observed TOA flux depending
on the algorithm and roughly 87–96% of points are within
50% of the observed flux. The two combined retrievals
(CombRet and Varcloud) have very similar uncertainty
when compared with the observations (mean percent
difference is 6–7% and SDEV~ 5–6%), which is slightly
larger than the surface measurements. RadOn agrees more
frequently with observations than compared with Rad3mom
(by ~10%), which is likely due to the tendency for Rad3mom to
have smaller IWC values. This somewhat lower performance of
Rad3mom corresponds to the intermediate LW TOA fluxes
(see biases in the 150–200Wm�2 range in Figure 9). One con-
tributor to the larger uncertainties seen in the TOA LW flux
comparisons (over the surface LW fluxes) is due to reduced
cloud detection by lidar or radar depending on the conditions.
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As was noted by Borg et al. [2011], the TOA LW fluxes are
significantly impacted when the radar does not detect cloud
top, or likewise when the lidar does not detect thin cirrus due
to poor signal-to-noise ratio, which is often the case with the

MPL. In recent work not included in this study, we find that
using the new Raman lidar located at the Darwin site improves
the detection of high thin cirrus over the MPL. Using these
improved measurements to better understand the radiative
impact of topical clouds will be the topic of future work.
[48] For the “lidar only” subsample, we have performed a

sensitivity test using the CombRet where we assume a
constant lidar ratio of 33 to help understand the impact of
extinction uncertainty on the computed fluxes. The results
indicate that on average, the mean difference in TOA LW
fluxes is reduced by 1% and SDEV is reduced by 3.8% when
assuming Sp=33 sr using the CombRet. The impact on sur-
face LW fluxes is opposite in that the mean difference
increases by 0.6% and the SDEV increases by 0.5% when
assuming Sp = 33 sr. While these changes are relatively
small, it would be worthwhile in future work to better con-
strain Sp by looking at direct measurements of Sp from high
spectral resolution or Raman lidar systems in different cli-
mate regimes.

6. Cloud Radiative Effect

[49] To assess the impact of the uncertainty in the
retrieved microphysical properties on the radiative effect of
clouds, we examine differences in the cloud radiative effect
(CRE, defined as cloudy minus calculated clear sky) in
terms of both the fluxes and the heating rates for each
retrieval subsample. We note again that these subsamples
only include profiles that contain ice clouds with no under-
lying liquid clouds or precipitation and thus do not represent
the full radiative effect of ice clouds observed at Darwin.
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[50] As mentioned in section 5, the largest difference
between the four algorithms is in the retrieved Re. First we
look at the SW CRE at the surface. For the “radar only”
subsample, RadOn overall has the smallest mean difference
for the range of observed SW flux CRE (Figure 10), but the
SDEV of the CRE difference is larger than for other
methods (dotted lines). A closer look indicates that for an
observed CRE < 50 W m�2, Varcloud has a mean
difference of ~0 W m�2 with SDEV up to 40 W m�2, which
constitutes ~65% of the total sample size. Although there
are some offsetting uncertainties, RadOn overall outperforms
the other algorithms, particularly for large CRE>�200 W
m�2. For the “rali” subsample, RadOn agrees with the
observed CRE within 10 W m�2 for up to 98% of the
observations. The other three algorithms have larger mean
differences (up to 30 W m�2 for observed CRE< 50 W
m�2). The SDEV for Rad3mom and Varcloud is about half
that of RadOn and CombRet. The poor agreement for all

algorithms for observed SW CRE> 50 W m�2 constitutes
only a small percentage of the observations (<8%). Interest-
ingly, for the rali cases, RadOn sometimes produces a good
estimate of CRE between�400 and�200Wm�2, but at other
times (greater than�400Wm�2) performs poorly. This will
require further investigations. Lidar-only results show that
the CombRet produces a smaller mean CRE difference than
Varcloud, but the SDEV is about twice that of Varcloud for
the majority of the observations (<50 W m�2). It is note-
worthy that for the lidar and rali subsamples, ~95% of all
observations have CRE< 50 W m�2, and the mean
CRE difference is between 10–20 W m�2 depending on
the algorithm used.
[51] In all comparisons up to this point, we have considered

the flux differences without considering the fractional sky
cover (fsc) during the time of the observation. Part of our
reasoning for including all-sky cover situations is due to
the need for retrieval algorithms to be applied for all-sky
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Figure 12. Mean profiles of cloud radiative effect (cloudy-clear sky) on the heating rate profile for
(first row) all algorithms, (second row) radar only, (third row) rali, and (fourth row) lidar only. Individual
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conditions so that continuous data sets can be utilized for
model evaluation and long-term studies. The uncertainty
in the computed fluxes is expected to increase when the fsc
significantly deviates from 100%. To examine the impact
of fsc on the flux closure exercise, we use the radiative flux
analysis data product [Long and Ackerman, 2000; Long
et al., 2006] to determine the fsc and remove observations
with fsc< 90% from the comparison. The results for the
radar-only subsample are included in Figure 11. The sample
size for the lidar-only case did not change significantly, and
for the rali case, the sample size was reduced so low that a
comparison was not statistically significant, so these cases
are not shown. For the radar-only case, the spread between
the four algorithms collapses from ~100 W m�2 to ~20 W
m�2 difference, and the SDEV decreases particularly for
observed SW CRE > 100 W m�2. This indicates that many
of the points with large CRE difference may be impacted by
an inhomogeneous cloud field within the radiometer field of
view, which results in a larger uncertainty of ~20% at an
observed CRE of 100 W m�2. Given this analysis, we do
not believe that including some cases with smaller fsc will
impact the conclusions of this paper.
[52] Lastly, we compare the cloud effect on the SW, LW,

and net radiative heating rate profiles as produced by the
four methods and for the different subsamples (Figure 12).
Note that in Figure 12, the average SW heating rate includes
daytime profiles only, whereas the LW and net heating rates
include both daytime and nighttime profiles. For each
algorithm, we average only profiles that contain clouds
and that were included in the flux analyses. For the “all
retrievals” case, RadOn produces ~1.5 K d�1 SW heating,
which is roughly comparable to Rad3mom. CombRet and
Varcloud produce ~0.75 and 1 K d�1 of SW heating,
respectively. RadOn produces LW cloud top cooling,
whereas the other three algorithms do not, and RadOn has
a “level of zero net heating” that is nearly 3 km lower than
the other algorithms. Note that the differences in average
heating rates for the “all retrievals” case, which includes
all of the retrievals for a particular algorithm, are due in part
to the different number of profiles retrieved by each
algorithm (Table 5). In particular, the CombRet and
Varcloud “all retrievals” profiles include the optically
thinner lidar-only clouds, which tend to have smaller SW
heating than the radar-detected clouds, and also have LW
heating that occurs at higher altitudes.
[53] The average LW CRE heating rate profiles for the

rali and “radar only” subsamples are fairly similar for each
algorithm with the exception of Rad3mom, which is slightly
smaller. The SW CRE heating rate differences are larger
than the LW CRE heating rate difference, which is expected
due to the differences in the Re. LW CRE heating rate
similarities are driven primarily by the ice mass and its
vertical distribution. The results for the “lidar only” subsample
suggest that clouds retrieved by CombRet have a larger CRE
heating rate than those retrieved by Varcloud.
[54] The differences in the heating rate profiles which

are due both to the different sampling of clouds by each
retrieval algorithm and to the differences in retrieved
properties, could be important if the retrieved heating
profiles are used to evaluate or constrain models. Heating
rate differences could have large impacts on cloud-scale
dynamics as the vertical structure of radiative heating

can modify the stability of the cloud layer and affect the
in-cloud vertical motion and maintenance of the cloud layer
[Liu et al., 2003]. Additionally, the level of net zero heating,
which is the height of the transition between radiative
cooling and heating in tropical tropopause layer (TTL), is
impacted by the altitude and radiative properties of clouds,
which will affect the vertical mass fluxes in this transition
layer [Corti et al., 2005].

7. Discussion and Summary

[55] The microphysics comparisons and radiative flux
closure results provide a quantitative assessment of the
uncertainty in computed fluxes as a result of differences in
the retrieved microphysical properties of ice clouds. Several
interesting findings are revealed through this intercomparison:
[56] 1. Although IWC PDFs are similar, differences are

apparent in the vertical distribution, which is very important
for the LW calculations. While IWC HPDFs are comparable
between roughly 10 and 12 km for all algorithms, Rad3mom
IWC is smaller at higher altitudes, whereas RadOn is smaller
at lower altitudes. These differences in the vertical distribution
contribute to the heating rate differences.
[57] 2. With the exception of RadOn, the retrieved Re has

a similar peak frequency (~40 mm) for clouds detected by
radar. RadOn produces on average a factor of two smaller
Re than the other algorithms above 8 km height. However,
fall velocity estimates for RadOn are larger than Rad3mom,
particularly below 10 km (i.e., Figure 4). Although this
implies that small crystals fall faster, this is not necessarily
the case. While Rad3mom assumes a specific relationship
between Re and Vf, RadOn does not: they are derived
independently. Hence, for the same Re, fall speed retrieved
by RadOn would actually be larger than that retrieved by
Rad3mom. For lidar-only clouds (Figure 5), peak frequency
is ~25 mm, but on average, Varcloud is ~5 mm smaller than
CombRet.
[58] 3. The Re differences produce discrepancies in

computed DSW radiative fluxes (Figure 7), and have a
profound influence on the mean radiative heating profile
(Figure 12). However, in terms of mean SW flux statistics,
the Re differences result in ~16–26% difference in (Table 5,
column “Mean”) for radar-only cases, and up to 6–10%
difference for all retrievals for the <10% category. The
SDEV of the flux differences for individual algorithms is
still quite large compared to the mean difference.
[59] 4. Retrieval uncertainty (as determined in this study

by error in radiative flux closure) is still large, with
approximately 36–46% of points having >20% error in
computed surface fluxes depending on the algorithm (all
retrievals case). Error is reduced with respect to the TOA
LW, where up to ~70% of points have error <20%. At least
for this tropical cloud data set, the radar-lidar algorithms do
not reduce the uncertainty in retrieved properties over
Doppler radar algorithms, but do appear to be less biased.
As mentioned previously, the number of profiles that meet
the criteria for the rali case is small due to the extensive
presence of optically thick anvil clouds that the lidar does
not penetrate and optically thin clouds that the radar often
does not detect.
[60] Naturally, there are several caveats worth mentioning

that will impact the results and contribute to the variance as
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well. First, total sky cover was not a criterion used to screen
the data, which means we did not compare just overcast
skies. There is a mismatch in viewing angles between the
profiling active remote sensors and the hemispherical view
of the surface radiometers. Non-overcast skies can intro-
duce errors in the one-dimensional RT calculations due to
neglecting multiple scattering contributions, though cloud

fraction will likely have a more significant impact on the
computed downwelling fluxes. Computed uncertainties
could potentially be less due to these effects. In future work,
versions of these retrievals could be applied to scanning
cloud radar measurements recently installed at the ARM
sites to reduce these potential 3-D effects. Second, assumptions
concerning the particle shape and mass-dimensional
relationships are not consistent between the retrieval
algorithms and the RT model with the exception of
Wang and Sassen [2002], which assumes the Fu [1996]
parameterizations to relate extinction and particle size. This
discrepancy could increase the uncertainty for the RadOn
and Varcloud algorithms, and the use of a single particle
habit for all clouds in microphysical retrievals and RT
calculations is a source of uncertainties as well. Third, the
uncertainty in computed fluxes varies depending on the
total column optical depth, that is, algorithms sometimes
perform better or worse for small or large optical depths.
This is evident in the transmittance comparisons (Figure 8),
but can also be evident by looking at the distribution
of retrieved optical depth (Figure 13) and transmittance
difference as a function of optical depth (Figure 14). In
Figure 13, the first notable feature is the bimodal distribution
of retrieved optical depths. We speculate that the peak
observed at the smallest t is due to thin in situ generated cir-
rus, whereas the second peak at t ~ 1 is due to anvil gener-
ated cirrus. Note that in previous studies of tropical cirrus
over Nauru Island [Comstock et al., 2002], this bimodal dis-
tribution was not observed because the cloud observations
were dominated by in situ cirrus due to somewhat suppressed
convective activity over the duration of that study. Here
we demonstrate the bimodality of cirrus optical depth PDF
for a regime influenced by both convective activity and
suppressed conditions. It is also apparent from Figure 13 that
both peaks are seen in all algorithm subsamples, including
the lidar-only case. Note for the rali case that the overlap of
radar and lidar data appears to drop off significantly after
t ~ 2 for most algorithms (though RadOn has a much larger
frequency of t> 2.0 due to the smaller Re). This demon-
strates the range of optical depth where the rali algorithms
are applicable.
[61] Given the optical depth distributions, we divide the

SW transmittance comparisons as a function of optical depth
(Figure 14). For small optical depth (t< 1.0), all four
algorithms agree well with observed transmittance larger than
~0.6, and the rali algorithms (Varcloud and CombRet) actually
produce better agreement than the radar-only algorithms
for this optical depth subset (that is, when transmittance is
larger than 0.6, which has the largest sample size). These
larger transmittance cases correspond with the thinnest t. We
suspect that the large disagreement in the small transmittance
values demonstrates the viewing mismatch between the hemi-
spheric surface SW flux measurement and the profiling instru-
ments (e.g., there could have been boundary layer clouds
present out of the viewing angle of the active sensors). These
results for t< 1 do suggest that the rali algorithms provide
some improvement over the radar-only algorithms in the
small optical depth regime. For t> 1, smaller transmittance
values (representing the larger optical depth cases) indicate
that RadOn transmittance is good for transmittances lower
than 0.3, then biased low (observed transmittance is more
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often positive) suggesting an overestimation of the optical
depth, whereas the other three algorithms retrieve a
transmittance that is for the most part too large, suggesting
an underestimation of the optical depth. Since the IWC for
all algorithms compared better than the Re, this result
suggests that RadOn underestimates the Re, whereas the
three other methods overestimate the Re.
[62] Given these results, we can reflect back on the

Vogelmann and Ackerman study that determined that an
error of �12% in extinction optical depth t would allow
the net surface fluxes to be computed within �5%.
Unfortunately, we are somewhat restricted in our ability to
show how close we have come to achieving this uncertainty
because we cannot compare directly the optical depth from
the SW flux observation and that from the “pencil-beam”

remote sensors. Instead, Figure 14 suggests that the mean
transmittance difference is roughly �0.1 for either large or
small optical depth provided that the appropriate algorithm
is applied depending on the sky conditions. To improve
the SW closure study, the view-angle mismatch could be
alleviated by utilizing narrow-beam zenith-pointing short-
wave measurements, such as the zenith-pointing version of
the shortwave array spectroradiometer (SAS) now deployed
at the ARM Southern Great Plains site or for use with the
ARM Mobile Facility. This new instrument will provide
a better reference for SW flux closure studies. Likewise,
the narrow field-of-view AERI would also provide some
constraints on the surface LW comparisons.
[63] Clearly, there is more work to be done to fully

understand the differences between algorithms and guide
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improvements of these algorithms using radiative flux clo-
sure. The results presented here suggest that Re differences
between RadOn and other algorithms could be a function
of particle shape assumptions. Pinning down the source of
the Re difference will be an important focus in future work.
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